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Welcome to the first edition of “Wood Words Online” – an e-newsletter which will be sent out at the end of each  

academic year to review the year just gone. The annual “Wood Words” magazine will be sent out again in December, 

and will now focus on feature articles, college news, research, alumni news and travel and internship reports from  

current students. If you are happy to receive an email copy only of the December magazine, please let us know. If you 

have any news to contribute to the forthcoming edition of Wood Words, please email collingwood.alumni@durham.ac.uk.  

A word from the Principal 

As I reflect upon my second year as Principal, powerful 

interrelated themes have been history and continuity.  

Of course, what constitutes history depends upon the 

context. This summer, the Lindisfarne Gospels have 

been on display on Palace Green. A period of thirteen 

hundred years certainly represents history. Perhaps,  

Collingwood's time can more appropriately be described 

as current affairs? 

A few weeks ago, I was busily multitasking in the turning 

circle. While welcoming prospective students and their 

families to the Open Day I was also bidding farewell to 

some of our most staunchly loyal finalists who had come 

to realise that they could no longer put off their  

psychological and geographical transformation from  

students to alumni. It was clear that some of our visitors 

were rather surprised to see a group of young people 

sobbing bitterly and hugging one another supportively.  

Surely the verdant beauty of Collingwood's grounds 

could not be that moving? 

Many of us will recall the rather discomforting feeling of 

witnessing a new generation of students taking over. 

Who are these people? What are they doing in our Bar? 

What right do they have to wander around the College as 

if they own the place? I certainly experienced such  

indignation in 1977 when I too was finally prised from my 

own undergraduate status. But, of course, "these people" 

are Collingwood's future and, like you, will one day be 

part of its history.  They represent essential continuity, 

the passing from generation to generation of the  

experience of college life. Despite our initial reactions, we 

realise that they are not interlopers but, rather, members 

of a community that now stretches back four decades - a 

blink of an eye to scholars looking back to Cuthbert's 

time, but a considerably lengthy period from the  

perspective of our own lives. 

Just before I started to write this message, I saw two  

visitors taking photos in the turning circle. I went over to 

greet them, half expecting them to be parents of a  

prospective student. However, it transpired that they 

were Collingwood students, Paul and Jenny, from the 

early 1980s who had since emigrated to the US and now 

work in Silicon Valley. Earlier that same day, I had  

enjoyed lunch with Simon, an alumnus from the 1970s. 

Excitedly, we searched the various year group photos 

and in one, wearing ultra-cool shades, and looking even 

cooler in a black and white striped top that looked  

vaguely Rive Gauche, there was Simon. We  

subsequently spent several hours sharing stories of  

College rivalries and raids, several of which are best not 

recounted in too much detail... particularly the infamous 

Van Mildert Formal where flour and water were tossed 

over the balcony by masked raiders whose fast getaway 

cars (...think, The Italian Job) only had a few hundred 

yards to travel.  Swift retribution followed that same night 

when the road leading up to Collingwood was obstructed 
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JCR President 

This year has been one of the busiest I can remember at 

Collingwood; a concentrated mix of work and play! 

2012/2013 has seen the JCR provide a dynamic mix of 

old and new. We maintained our monopoly on sporting 

success and our commitment to providing Durham's most 

fun formals -  Rachel Tuckett raised the bar by booking 

Dodgems for the turning circle! 

In terms of leadership, the JCR has sought to become 

more strategic. Historically the Collingwood JCR, like 

many others in Durham, has been very good at what it 

does well but has shied away somewhat from some  

activities of which it has less experience. One of my first 

concerns as President was how to include all members 

of our community.  

As ever, our events have been run to an exceptionally 

high standard. It is surely impressive that the dinners,  

formal events (both black tie and fancy dress) and  

“all-dayers” like Collingwood Day are organised by small 

teams of volunteers who are also pursuing some of the 

most rigorous degrees in the country! Solstice's 'Winter 

Wonderland' wowed all by its magnificence, the  

Sportsman's Ball celebrated the sportsmen and women 

who had so successfully dedicated themselves to their 

clubs and we ended the year with a Midsummer Night's 

Dream of a Summer Ball.  

We have also gone some way to take Collingwood's 

events in new, less familiar directions. The sometimes 

less visible arts scene featured two new events. The first 

was the Music Society's well attended 'A Night At The 

Proms’, a big Proms-style variety concert in the turning 

circle. The second event, 'A Night In The Library', a  

poetry evening organised by myself, featured a visiting 

alumnus speaking about Larkin. The ever-popular  

Collingwood Open Mic nights in the bar provided a  

continuous hub of musical activity alongside the many 

student bands who performed during the year. 

Once again our sports teams dominated the college 

leagues overall and we were delighted to retain the  

Colleges' Championship. Collingwood's strength is that it 

offers an opportunity to play your sport at whatever  

intensity level you want. Our other longstanding  

extra-curricular institution – the infamous Woodplayers – 

similarly maintained a powerful output from Marat Sade, 

The Witches of Eastwick, Out Of Order and a little  

number called Hamlet, that subverted expectations, and 

reversed Elizabethan traditions by operating with a  

female lead!  

Of course, the JCR Executive Committee have been 

working on many developments this year. One direction I 

have really wanted to push the college towards, is an  

increased quality and output of our media and online 

presence. Throughout this year I conceptualised, shot, 

directed and produced a new college promotional video, 

which is currently being edited by an external production 

company. This is designed to reflect the absolute energy 

and life of Collingwood.  

Another of our current projects is designing a new  

website. We're planning on building a shiny new layout 

which will exhibit our media, activities, societies and 

events. We are also working on a refurbishment of the 

JCR area. Off the back of redecorating the Bayley Room 

and rearranging the features to make it warmer, we ran a 

Dragon's Den style panel where students submitted their 

ideas for development. Alongside several licks of paints 

and more decorations, we are opening up the main JCR 

area and decking this out with seating areas to  

encourage more use of the whole area, and adding  

another pool table. 

Another new direction for the JCR is a push towards  

strategic saving and investment – a precursor to this 

could have been seen in our Collingwood Boat Club 

which, thanks to support from alumni, has recently  

purchased a new eight. Having successfully refurbished 

the slippery tennis courts with a dazzling George-Clinton-

ish colour scheme we're now looking at ways to finance a 

soundproofed music room, better tech infrastructure and 

an outdoor multi-purpose sports facility.  

A new team of Fresher Reps has been selected; the  

cycle begins again, and I am more than assured that 

we're going to provide a fantastic, dynamic Freshers' 

week during which we will welcome the next generation  

of the Collingwood family. James Proudfoot, my  

by a swiftly created brick wall.  

As I return to edit the final draft of this piece, I have just 

left Paul and Sue, alumni from the 1970s who are staying 

here for the weekend. Earlier this year Paul provided a 

side-splitting speech at our Finalists' Dinner about his 

time at Collingwood and his subsequent life as a  

voice-over in radio and television advertising. He and 

Sue have offered to return in the Autumn to work with  

students interested in a career in media. 

Sometimes I wonder what current students make of the 

photographs of our past generations. Much has changed 

-  the hair, the clothes, the teeth, the appearance of the 

same student at each end of the photo line-up. But, then 

again, so much has remained the same -  

quintessentially, it is the sheer joy of being part of a  

community of young people, fulfilling one's potential in 

multiple and diverse ways, at such a transformative time 

of one's life. 

Next year's Freshers, current students, recently  

departing graduates, alumni of the 70s, 80s, 90s and 

00s; all are part of the College family known  

affectionately as The Wood. We are united by our history 

and by a sense of continuity. Recognising this, our  

current students are always delighted to meet with  

alumni and share stories of past and present, and hopes 

for the future. I sincerely hope that you will soon return 

and spend some time with us. You will always be more 

than welcome. 

Joe 



MCR Review 

This year the MCR has grown substantially by expanding its livers-in population (from 16 up to 26). This has  

strengthened and enhanced our community and encouraged more livers-out members to engage with one another 

(always a challenge). We hope to be expanding again in October, as we continue to build our postgraduate  

community. We have again openly welcomed our honorary 4th year undergraduates to join us for events. Our whisky 

tasting evening was very popular and we continue to push our joint JCR/MCR/SCR research forums to help develop 

Collingwood's operation as a scholarly community.  

 

Our largest ever inter-MCR formal, where postgrads from other colleges are invited to 

dine with us, Collingwood Style, was an astounding success. This formal, with over 

120 guests from other colleges, was a 1920s, prohibition-themed fancy-dress, with 

cups instead of wine glasses and our own JCR president’s “Heartbreak Harry and the  

Charmers” band performing in the bar after the meal. Special thanks must go to our  

Social Secretary, Stephanie, for organising this.  

 

 

Alex Dudgeon 

MCR Vice-President 2012-13 

successor, will soon be preparing for the handover.  

 

During our College Council meetings this year Emma 

Brownlow (our Alumni Officer), Jack French  

(MCR President) and I presented a paper identifying the 

difficulties our students are encountering in moving  

forward into future careers. Collingwood Connect, our 

proposed scheme, will be will be a means of reaching out 

to the extended Collingwood family, to ask for advice, 

direction and the experiences that alumni have found in a 

range of careers. Collingwood Connect will hopefully  

reconnect our alumni with our current students, build  

relationships and help our next wave of students get a 

headstart into the world of work. Hopefully we'll see you 

there!  

 

Harry Rylott 

JCR President 2012-13 

SCR President 

The past year has seen the continued growth of a vibrant and loyal SCR. Our  

membership database has been overhauled and numbers well over 100 people who 

have actively indicated over the past year that they wish to be SCR members. We've 

been working hard with the JCR and MCR to support opportunities for the intellectual, 

social, cultural, artistic, sporting and spiritual growth of the College. This has taken 

the form of postgraduate discussion evenings, talks from our summer travel grant 

holders, and supporting events such as the annual college musical and the new  

summer Proms evening. We were also delighted to welcome some of our student  

actors and musicians to entertain us at this summer's garden party (and for the first 

time anyone can recall, the rain held off!).  

We continue to offer a diverse range of events each term, both in- and outside of College - events vary from concerts 

at the Sage, to wine tastings, to (fancy dress!) college formals. Members were surveyed earlier in the year to allow us 

to refine our programme of events, and we hope there is now something for everyone. For the first time this year we're 

also planning a few events outside College during the long summer vacation, allowing us to enjoy our beautiful region.  

If you're ever in the area, do come and say hello and join us for an event or two (check out the Collingwood website for 

details of what's going on). One of the most pleasing things which members consistently comment on is the relaxed 

and friendly nature of the SCR community. You'll be sure of a warm welcome! 

 

Claire Hall 

SCR President 



Incoming Sabbatical Officers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we say goodbye to Harry Rylott and Gemma Wilson, we welcome the incoming sabbatical officers of 2013/14: 

James Proudfoot, JCR President, collingwood.president@durham.ac.uk  

Jake Newport, Bar Steward, collingwood.bar@durham.ac.uk 

“The Stag’s Head” 

It has been another successful and profitable year for 

“The Stag’s Head”. The bar has been busy throughout 

term time and it has been especially good to see  

everyone using the bar as a place to relax and unwind 

during the stressful revision period. During the vacations, 

steady conference trade has also contributed to the  

profits made for the JCR. 

This year has seen many events take place in “The 

Stag’s Head” for the general enjoyment of members of 

our community. These have included Open Mic Nights, 

Take Me Out, Mr. Collingwood, a weekly Sunday night 

pub quiz, and hundreds of sporting fixtures on the big 

screen. We also purchased some new technical  

equipment that enables a PlayStation or laptop to be  

controlled from behind the bar, allowing Fifa tournaments 

on the projector, as well as videos or presentations from 

a laptop to be played on the HD projector with ease. 

“The Stag’s Head” has become interactive with the  

creation of a Facebook page (StagsHeadBar) and  

Twitter account (@StagsHeadBar). These social  

media work as platforms not only to advertise opening 

hours, new products, and events, but also act as forums 

to allow current students, and even alumni, to interact 

informally with the bar and the Bar Steward, to ask  

questions or offer suggestions.  

The highlight of the year has to be Collingwood Day. The 

theme this year was “Wood goes Wild”. Areas of college 

were transformed into Jungles and African Savannahs to 

tie in with the theme and the whole college was buzzing. 

Some of the entertainment included Kangaroo Boxing, an 

inflatable Jungle Run, a Rodeo Banana, animal face 

painting and a giant Slip ‘n’ Slide. Collingwood bands 

played on the stage on the 

meadow, as well as some other 

themed acts such as African 

drumming and dancing, and a 

parachute tent on the croquet 

lawn housed DJs playing Jungle 

music. 

 

Last year saw Collingwood come Runner Up in the Best 

Bar None College Bar category (unfortunately to Grey). 

The aim this year is to win, and this will mean putting in a 

lot of effort to ensure we are operating best practice in 

terms of procedures, health and safety and also our  

commitment to taking responsibility for the safety and 

welfare of our students and guests. 

Personally, I have found this year very challenging. I 

came in to the Bar Steward role with a wealth of bar  

experience, but I have come to realise that being a good 

bartender is a world away from being good at managing 

a bar. It has been a challenging year, but one that has 

given me invaluable experience. 

 

The staff at Collingwood are second to none and I would 

like to thank them for their support, particularly Front of 

House manager, Sam Jones, who can never do enough 

to help. I will miss everyone when I leave to take up the 

bar manager role at St. Hild and St. Bede and St.  

Cuthbert’s. I wish Jake Newport the best of luck for the 

coming year and I hope “The Stag’s Head” continues to 

be enjoyed by all. 

 

 

Gemma Wilson 

Bar Steward 2012-13 

And the Academic Results... 

Despite the Durham mantra, ‘don’t let your degree get in the way of your education’, Collingwood finalists excelled  

academically in 2013. Not only did Collingwood achieve the highest mean degree classification score per student, we 

also achieved 20 more first class degrees than the next highest college. Seems as if we didn’t let our education get in 

the way of our degrees either.  
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It’s been another wonderful season for CCAFC, both on and off the pitch, and the club has cemented its position 

as the largest and most successful in the University.  

We pride ourselves on being an inclusive club, emphasised this year by the creation of our 10
th
 team who are 

hopefully going to be entered into the league next season. The fresher intake has been greater than ever before 

with almost 1 in 2 fresher males joining the CCAFC family this year.  

On the field, we’ve had the most successful season in living memory by winning the Premier league, the Floodlit 

Cup, Division 2 and Division 4, whilst also coming second in the League Cup and Division 4 too.  

A lucrative sponsorship deal with Ernst and Young has not only left the club financially secure, but established 

another link between the members of CCAFC and one of the country’s leading graduate employers. Termly 

events between the club and EY, along with numerous competitions and emails, have extended graduate  

opportunities to all those looking forward to the next chapter after leaving Durham and CCAFC.  

With so much success for CCAFC this year, there’s only just room to squeeze in a mention of the social side 

which, as always, has been incredible. The club regularly draws over 100 guys to full club socials, offering its 

members the chance to mingle and mix regardless of their year or footballing ability. The annual club tour saw 

45 lads jet off to Barcelona for a week this June, playing 3 football games and flying the CCAFC flag on the  

continent. The tour is yet another opportunity for players of all abilities and from all years to come together and 

make friendships that truly last a lifetime.  

Looking forward, the newly elected exec will be supporting the college in their plans to raise the necessary funds 

to build a multi-purpose sports facility.  

For regular updates on the goings on at CCAFC, follow our Twitter page @CCAFC_Durham. 

Alex Clark 

CCAFC President  

 

It was always going to be a tall order to recreate our unbeaten season of 2011/2012, especially given that we 

had lost seven of our first team players. However, a strong fresher intake for both teams gave us high hopes. 

The B team got off to a flying start, winning the majority of their matches early on. The A team were having a 

more frustrating time trying to play to the level we knew we could with our skillful team. Towards the end of our  

season the team clicked and we put together a couple of top class performances, rocking a few of the title  

contenders.  

As the league wound down, our attentions turned to the 

knockout cup. With some invaluable help from Collingwood’s 

expansive store of DU players, we marched through the draw. 

We had it all, from a 7-1 thrashing of Aidans, to penalty flicks 

against Johns. The final was against Hatfield, who were  

fielding an extremely strong team consisting of no fewer than 

eight 1’s and 2’s players. After a slow start, conceding three 

in the first 10 minutes, we showed our resilience and ended 

up finishing the match 4-2 down. All in all, a season to be 

proud of.  

Theo Wyld 

 CCHC Captain 

1st 2517 Collingwood 

2nd 1626 St. Mary’s 

3rd 1584 Josephine Butler 

Another fantastic year for Collingwood Sport as we retained the  

Inter-Collegiate Sports Trophy, winning by a country mile! 

 

 

 

 

Below are just a few reports of this year’s many sporting achievements. 

Sports Review 

Hockey 

Men’s Football 

Last year’s Sports Captains and Trophy, 

retained once more this season. 

https://twitter.com/CCAFC_Durham


 

It’s been a very busy year for Collingwood College Boat Club, but a year that dozens of people have thoroughly 

enjoyed. Despite what has been the most incomprehensible season of weather, with the river level rising and 

falling to dangerous levels almost monthly, CCBC has had some very strong performances and achieved a lot, 

both on and off the water. 

One of the biggest highlights of the year has been the purchase, naming, and use of the latest addition to our 

fleet, a Stämpfli VIII, named Sara Pilkington. A huge thank you must go to everyone involved in sourcing the 

boat, those who fundraised, and the alumni who generously contributed as well. The boat was used  

extensively during the head season and was officially named at Durham City Regatta. 

The squad has grown massively with a large intake of new fresher rowers who have stayed extremely  

committed to CCBC over the year. The new members have shown incredible dedication, and I believe that they 

will really help see the club progress even further next season. 

We recently attended both Hexham Regatta and Durham Regatta and thoroughly 

enjoyed both. Whilst we didn’t win as many events as we would have liked, the 

fresher women did win Maiden Novice IVs at Durham and the senior men  

narrowly lost out to Hild Bede in the final of the Intermediate Three VIIIs at  

Hexham. The senior women’s Novice IV and senior men’s Intermediate Three IV 

also reached their finals at Hexham. 

Looking to next year, we hope to be able to field at least two competitive men’s 

and women’s VIIIs, as well as IVs, thanks to the addition of Sara to the fleet. We 

would also like to continue the tradition started this year of alumni versus current 

student races at Durham Regatta (this year both were won by the male and  

female alumni crews!). 

Finally, I would like to again thank everyone who has given their time, effort and money to the club. There are 

too many people to list but I hope everyone can see how much we appreciate the support. 

Edward Ninham 

Collingwood College Boat Club Captain 

 

CCCC Double Champions Again 

It has become hard to compare the yearly achievements of Collingwood College Cricket Club, such has been 

the level of success in recent years. In fact, by completing an indoor and outdoor league double this year, the 

club have retained both titles and have now held the outdoor title for 4 years (due to rain only once!).  

Despite this fact, this year the A team still managed to go one better than in previous years by going unbeaten 

all season - winning 7 Indoor matches, 7 Outdoor matches, 2 Tour matches against sides from York University 

and also a rather less serious match against a few of our recent Old Boys. However, it was a testament to the 

strength of the whole club that the closest match the A’s played all year was against our own B’s in the semi-

final of the indoor league - the A’s only clinching victory from the penultimate ball of the match with a 6.  

The highlight of the 2013 season must be the college final victory against Hatfield where CCCC secured victory 

by smashing a Hatfield College side, full of University players, by 71 runs. The nature of the club (and indeed 

our college) was epitomised by having so many people in attendance to support those playing. As any past  

members of CCCC will hopefully remember, the social side of the club is just as important as the cricket. It  

remains a priority of the club to ensure it remains the friendliest and most inclusive in Durham.  

Although CCCC will be hard pushed to better the year just gone, plans 

for next year have already begun with a “Pre-Indoor Season Tour”  

already arranged – in true CCCC style – to take on Sheffield  

University, the current national indoor champions. However, we also 

want to expand on last year’s Old Boys game, hopefully attracting 

more attendees from even further back into the annals of CCCC. If you 

would be interested in playing or attending an Old Boys match in 2014, 

or even if you just want to stay in touch, then please email  

william.bates@durham.ac.uk.  

William Bates 

CCCC President  

Rowing 

Cricket 
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This year, Michaelmas term saw the Woodplayers tackle Peter Weiss’ ‘Marat/Sade’, set in the 18th century  

during the French Revolution. Although it was a challenging selection for the Woodplayers to perform, Olivia 

Peden directed her cast with vision and full knowledge of the relevant period. Newcomer Christopher White 

played the sadistic Sade alongside Jamie Kitson’s Marat, whilst another newcomer Hannah Christopher  

performing as the Herald was a particular highlight.  

Epiphany term saw the college put on our annual musical which this year was ‘The Witches of  

Eastwick.’ Although a lesser known show, its witty dialogue and vivacious characters attracted the largest  

audience of the year. The musical numbers were raunchy and fast-paced, which presented particular  

challenges to our cast. Jack French starred as Darryl, the personification of the Devil who turns the witches’ 

lives upside down. Directed by Rachael Johnson, the musical was a roaring success and a highlight of the year 

for many. The technical design was ambitious, using pyrotechnics and a complicated lighting design, which, 

combined with the dynamic musical score, resulted in a stunning spectacle. 

As is tradition, the summer term saw the society put on two productions– a contemporary piece and a  

Shakespeare. This Shakespeare selection was the tragedy Hamlet which was interestingly revised by the  

director Matthew Beebee to switch the gender of the eponymous protagonist, played by second year Charlotte 

Crossley. The change allowed for numerous reinterpretations of  

relationships between characters such as Claudius played by newcomer  

Rory Sanderson and Laertes played by Robyn Shepherd.  

The contemporary play chosen this year was Ray Cooney’s  

‘Out of Order’ a political farce which showcased some of the  

Woodplayer’s finest comedic abilities. Directed by Ellie Thomas, the  

ensemble cast shined. This was reflected in the Collingwood Oscar  

results, which ‘Out of Order’ dominated. An ambitious director, Ellie 

pushed for the best from her cast and stage managers, who had the 

daunting task of producing a replica of the Penthouse Suite in the  

Westminster Hotel, complete with a temperamental sash window.  Alex 

Booth shone in the lead role, alongside his faithful sidekick James  

Proudfoot and the talented Katie Miller. 

 

Collingwood Arts has been ticking along nicely this year with a big review and the establishment of  

Collingwood Choir and Big Band. The highlight of the year had to be the charity three day musical, ‘Project 72’.  

The weekend after exams were over, those of us who were foolish 

enough to miss hard work and high levels of stress embarked upon a 

seemingly impossible task of rehearsing and performing a full length  

musical within 72 hours. With the reassurance that our efforts were all 

in aid of charity, we locked ourselves away in the penthouse and did 

not resurface until Sunday 2
nd

 June, around 11pm, with a huge smile 

on our faces having completed and successfully presented to  

Collingwood “All Shook Up: The Elvis Musical”. 

The task-force behind the scenes was a musical-madness machine: 

a team that taught the music, rehearsed the actors and band,  

collected costumes, painted set, and even created a light-up jukebox. 

It’s hard to believe it was all done and dusted within three days, but 

with exhausted, blurry eyes, strained voices, and some aching Elvis 

pelvis we were all satisfied with our efforts, having raised just over 

£200 for charity! 

Georgie Glen 

Music, Arts & Drama 

College Arts Officer 

Woodplayers 



Following a fantastic reunion for the founding year groups of Collingwood 

(1972-77) which kicked off Collingwood’s Ruby Anniversary year in  

September 2012, we held another successful reunion weekend in March 

this year, this time open to all 40 years of Collingwood alumni. Despite the 

terrible weather and threat of snow storms, over 130 alumni returned over 

the course of the weekend. Activities included a pub quiz, tours of the new 

University buildings, and the highlight was a formal dinner followed by a set from “Heartbreak Harry and the Charmers” 

in “The Stag’s Head”. The special ruby anniversary cocktails flowed and the dancefloor was packed until late! 

The reunion weekend saw a mixture of friendship groups from various cohorts over the past four decades come  

together. However, it was great to see that, in comparing and contrasting their own experiences of Collingwood,  

people were quick to realise that everyone had one important thing in common – a love of Collingwood and many  

happy memories of their time here.   

Below are the thoughts of one reunion attendee. Anyone wanting to relive that night can listen to the full set by  

“Heartbreak Harry & the Charmers” at  http://heartbreakharry.bandcamp.com/album/live-at-collingwood-ruby-anniversary 

  

 

2012/13 saw the birth of the brand new Collingwood College Music Society (CCMS). The main aim of the  

society was to promote music in Collingwood; a college of more than 1,000 people yet without any major  

musical ensembles. So, we thought we would start by introducing a Choir and Big Band, along with offering a 

student-to-student music lessons scheme. The society proved popular at the Freshers' Fair, with 100 people 

signing up, and a successful first term featured a Michaelmas Concert and a Carol Service run jointly with the 

college Christian Union.  

In the second term, the society continued to flourish, with the choir singing at the Russian Evening and both  

ensembles performing in the Arts Gala concert in March. However, the major breakthrough came in the final 

term, when the Big Band were given the chance to play during Collingwood Day. The following day, the society 

organised the inaugural Collingwood ‘Night at the Proms’ in conjunction with the JCR Social Secretary, which 

saw an audience of 250 fill the turning circle. This relationship with the wider JCR is something the society 

hopes to continue, with the goal of performing at more formals in the next academic year. 

Other projects underway include the purchase of a baby grand piano, something desperately needed for  

performances. The society also aims to expand further, including setting up an orchestra and having a more  

diverse range of ensembles, allowing as many students as possible the chance to play music in their own  

college. A new exec has been elected, and the future looks very bright indeed for our young and vibrant society. 

Steven Jullien 

CCMS President 

One afternoon in late 1975 I arrived by train in Durham.  I'd already had interviews at Bristol and Manchester by then 
and they'd made me offers but as soon as I got off the train I thought, "I must come here".  This feeling didn't change 
during or following the two interviews I had - one with Peter Dixon at College and the other with Drs Sweet and Ord of 
the History Department.  
It's probably true to say that the course in Modern History at that time wasn't the best of those I applied for - on  
reflection Warwick probably delivered that - but the atmosphere and the sheer splendour of the city and the  
friendliness of Collingwood were so special that I was determined to work as hard as I could to get the grades (2 Bs and 
a C - imagine that!) to come.  In the event I exceeded the offer and arrived in October 1976, naive, excited and not a 
little scared. I was right to want to come to Durham, though.  I had a great time and made friends (the real kind, not 
the hundreds you can collect on Facebook) who have lasted over the intervening 30+ years and including my husband, 
of course!  
When we battled through the snow in March 2013 we didn't know who would be there and, in fact, none of our  
immediate circle was at the reunion - they had gone to the event in September.  But it didn't matter: there were some 
from our year (some immediately recognisable, others, sadly, not) with whom it was great to catch up, and there were 
some new people to meet.  The changes are generally for the better - although Pete was deeply upset by the  
disappearance of Bamburgh - and the new buildings on the science site are stunning.  
Durham is a beautiful and atmospheric city and the University is at its heart.  I hope it doesn't dominate local lives too 
much in a negative way.  Collingwood has a special place in our hearts - and we were among the very privileged  
generation who were able to go to university without worrying too much about how to pay for it - we had a great time 
there, learning and living. 
 
 Rosie Earp 
(BA History, Collingwood, 1976– 79) 

Collingwood Music Society 
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We have welcomed many alumni back to “The Wood” 

over the course of the year – in informal groups, as  

parents of prospective Collingwood freshers, or for  

individual visits.  

We were delighted that Lord Oliver Henley  

(History, Collingwood, 1972-75), Lord Justice Andrew 

McFarlane (Law, Collingwood, 1972-76) and Graham 

Huntley (Law & Politics, Collingwood, 1980-83) agreed to 

share their experiences in law and politics with small 

groups of students who are interested in similar career 

paths. Such opportunities are invaluable to students who 

face a competitive job market after graduation, and very 

much appreciated. Of course, special thanks also goes to 

Paul Brown (Economics & Politics, Collingwood, 1978-

81) who delivered an unforgettable speech at the  

Finalists’ Dinner.  

Thanks to the generosity of one of our alumni, we have 

been able to offer four undergraduate students paid  

research internship placements within the University over 

the summer vacation. They will have the opportunity to 

gain first-hand experience of engaging with a senior  

academic, often as a member of a team involved in  

cutting edge research projects. Their internship reports 

will be featured in the December issue of Wood Words. 

In May we held the first ever Collingwood after-hours 

drinks event in London – an informal affair where several 

alumni met for a few drinks in a London pub. Building  

upon the success of that event, we shall hold another  

informal drinks event in London in November. The details 

are being finalised and will be circulated as soon as  

possible. To be certain that you receive the information, 

please ensure your email and home addresses are up to 

date on your Dunelm account (www.dunelm.org.uk).  

Finally, on behalf of everyone at Collingwood, the  

students and the staff, I would like to thank you for your 

continued support of the college this year – support 

which allows us to the provide the first class facilities and 

opportunities which make Collingwood the best college!  

 

Emma Brownlow 

Development & Alumni Officer 
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